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Author Karen Lamb once said, “A year from now, you will wish you had started today.” 
This quote—often used by IT security professionals—speaks to the importance of 
understanding your environment and evolving your thinking and actions as the world 
changes. When it comes to something as critical as cybersecurity, this statement hits 
close to home for many businesses. 

Branching Out

ERP systems were less complex before the internet was commonplace. Until the mid-1990s, ERP 
systems were housed on mainframe computers in centralized locations, running business applications 
and data. Because of this, ERP security was less critical when all key systems were in on-premise 
environments. Firewalls weren’t common because there were few—if any—outside connections to ERP 
systems. Access controls and physical security were the two most important factors in establishing an 
IT security program. Overall, it was a simpler time for people working with SAP IT. 

Attack surfaces, which are entry points hackers use to enter a technology environment, were limited 
to a large group of applications on a single database. The database operated with a single interface 
and code base in a controlled environment. It would have looked something like Figure 1 for an SAP 
application in 1997.

The complexity of ERP systems has significantly evolved since the 1990s, particularly in three areas:

IT Crosses the Business Systems Connect to the Web Digital Transactions Rise

Core ERP systems are not 
stand-alone anymore. They 
are highly integrated with 
other SAP and non-SAP 
applications across business 
functions.    

The internet is now part 
of ERP systems, which 
brings in additional users, 
applications, and increased 
exposure to risk.

The number and type of 
business transactions moving 
through an IT environment 
are increasing as a result of 
digital transformation.  
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Figure 1: A Sample SAP Attack Surface in 1997

Source: Virtual Forge
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The impact of these changes on ERP landscapes is detailed in Figure 2, which shows a massive 
increase in the number and type of attack surfaces.  Unfortunately, this means that the potential for 
attacks on an ERP system today has grown exponentially across an organization’s entire IT landscape. 

Research Reveals Potential Danger

Cyberthreats show no sign of slowing, and the investment companies are making in security is 
not rising fast enough to match them. According to a February 2018 study by Ponemon Institute1 
on global cybersecurity trends, 67 percent of 
respondents believe chief information security 
officers (CISOs) face an increased risk of 
cyberextortion. Despite the risk, many companies 
do not devote significant resources to protect 
against external threats. A meager 36 percent of 
IT professionals believe senior leadership views 
cybersecurity as a strategic priority. The flow of data between enterprise systems matters, but what 
good is this flow if the data loses all of its value because it’s compromised or held for ransom?

SAP Systems Are Not Immune

The threats detailed above affect SAP systems. In fact, additional research2 from the Ponemon 
Institute in 2016 on SAP cyberbreaches stated that 63 percent of IT professionals believe executives 
underestimate the risk associated with unsecured SAP applications. Misjudging this risk, however, 
can lead to disaster and has a tangible impact on a company’s bottom line. The average financial 
impact associated with an SAP system that was taken offline due to a security breach is about $4.5 
million, according to the Ponemon Institute study.  

ASUG’s 2018 research3 aligns with these studies. Though 82 percent of SAP users believe their 
applications only have minor vulnerabilities, almost half (48 percent) are very concerned about the 
security of their SAP data and systems, as seen in Figures 3 and 4. This demonstrates a significant 
disparity between their level of confidence and concern. 

A meager 36 percent of IT 
professionals believe senior 
leadership views cybersecurity 
as a strategic priority. 
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Figure 2: A Sample SAP Attack Surface in 2011

Source: Virtual Forge
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As Figure 5 shows, dedicated security professionals are more concerned about SAP application 
security than other SAP security support staff. Management and executives are the most optimistic 
about security, but those tasked with governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) view it as a significant 
challenge. They have a more accurate view of the actual risks to their technology environment than 
managers or executives because they work to address them every day.
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Figure 3: Beliefs About SAP Application Security
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Figure 4: Concerns About SAP Application Security
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Figure 5: Concern About SAP Application Security by Job Role
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Critical Areas of SAP Application Security

There are plenty of IT controls to establish when it comes to cybersecurity, especially with an  
in-memory database such as SAP HANA. Although many of these control areas do not require  
special security considerations, there are five areas critical to maintaining secure SAP systems: 

	 	Area	1:	System	Configuration 
This requires a strategy to validate the security of all SAP systems and continuously monitor 
the configuration for changes. This includes having an SAP security patch that is up to date, 
but also extends to password policies and SAP profile parameters, users, and authorizations. 
Identifying and fixing vulnerabilities reduces potential risks and costs.

  Area 2: Custom Application Code 
Most SAP customers create custom objects in SAP or SAP Fiori applications. This custom code 
can add vulnerabilities like missing authorization checks, cross-site scripting, and openings to 
SQL injection. Overuse of unprotected custom code could give potential attackers access to 
sensitive data, and, in a worst-case scenario, the ability to alter this data. SAP customers need 
to look at their legacy code and find ways to clean up the custom objects they are using. They 
also should remove those that are not being used. Automation is essential to make this process 
as efficient and low-cost as possible. Applying security validation within any transformation 
project can significantly reduce the risk of a successful attack.

  Area 3: Transport Management 
Transports—packages used to transfer data from one SAP application to another—can be a 
trojan horse for SAP customers. If there are third-party add-ons or transports created by a 
company or its partners, they can include objects such as users, authorizations, and database 
tables. Validating every transport automatically for completeness, consistency, and critical 
data changes can identify flaws in advance. This helps strengthen security vulnerabilities and 
avoid potential damage to targeted systems with minimal effort. 

  Area 4: Integration Management 
As many SAP applications are integrated into the IT landscape, an attack could come 
from other applications. SAP interfaces that are connected to other systems are at risk of 
being left open with no proper security in place. Creating an inventory of your technology 
landscape will give you greater visibility of your operation and help you identify risks. Once 
you know where these weak points are, you can reinforce them. 

  Area 5: Infrastructure and Change Management 
It is important to make security assessments part of change management. Many organizations 
already have solutions in place for security information and event management (SIEM) and 
change management. Integrating these with existing SAP security solutions for legacy code 
and for newer environments such as SAP S/4HANA can dramatically reduce security risks.

Who Is Responsible for SAP Security?

All five of these areas require stringent security governance to effectively secure an SAP system. But 
there still is confusion about who should take responsibility for that security, especially for the core 
ERP system or database such as SAP HANA. Our research shows that in addition to a lack of controls, 
there also is a lack of clarity on who leads this process. 
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Ponemon’s research reveals that more than half (54 percent) of IT professionals believe it is SAP’s 
responsibility to secure SAP platforms and applications. These 54 percent of IT workers are in for a 
surprise: SAP is not responsible for securing the customer’s applications. 

There is no feasible way for any enterprise software 
company—especially one the size of SAP—to 
understand the intricacies of each customer’s 
implementation and how it connects to its technology 
stack. Nor does SAP have any view into the custom 
code that SAP and non-SAP platforms use to share 
data. This is developed and managed by customers. 

SAP customers are responsible for building a security infrastructure for every SAP application 
they use. Despite this, many companies do not have a defined security strategy for SAP technology. 
Only 19 percent of companies running SAP have a dedicated SAP security team. Another 21 
percent passes this responsibility on to the IT department. One of the more startling facts we 
uncovered: 25 percent of the companies surveyed do not have a team that’s accountable for 
securing their SAP systems. Considering the onslaught of security risks, something needs to be 
done to change this.

How to Address Security in SAP Systems

Building a dedicated SAP security team is an ideal solution to security risks, but a lack of security 
knowledge and little to no investment by companies makes this difficult to do. There are steps you 
can take to address potential challenges without inflating your full-time payroll: 

Option 1: Deploy Automated Solutions  
Companies with a well-defined cybersecurity 
strategy are significantly more likely to use 
automation to prevent security threats.  
Processes that are commonly automated—like user  
provisioning/de-provisioning—are significantly less 
likely to be identified as a challenge within a business’ 
SAP environment. 

Managing 50 landscapes manually will leave you overwhelmed and frustrated. ASUG’s research 
indicates that, on average, 52 percent of the SAP user community is using manual processes to 
protect data access and conduct external audits of access controls.

Automation works, and it is available now. Take advantage of it and reduce the resources you are 
devoting to security controls.

Option 2: Increase SAP Security Knowledge  
SAP environments have become complex as they’ve adapted to integrations between SAP and non-
SAP systems. When you add security requirements associated with emerging technologies (e.g., 
the Internet of Things, machine learning, blockchain, or SAP’s Digital Board Room), there is a good 
chance you will not have internal resources ready to handle this. 

These 54 percent of IT workers 
are in for a surprise: SAP is not 
responsible for securing the 
customer’s applications. 

Companies with a well-defined 
cybersecurity strategy are 
significantly more likely to 
use automation to prevent 
security threats. 
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Unfortunately, SAP security training is not widespread. Although ASUG U is expanding its SAP 
security training courses, the training alone is not enough. No amount of training will be a substitute 
for specialized tools that are able to monitor the intricate technical infrastructures of SAP systems. 
Training also will not address threats from those able to exploit vulnerabilities in SAP systems. 

The best path is to find providers with a strong working knowledge of SAP who can understand  
your landscape and teach you how to properly secure it. These providers should be up to date on 
the latest threats and common vulnerabilities so they can help you identify potential breaches and 
thwart them.

Option 3: Hire Additional Security   
Security often is not a strategic priority among leadership teams within companies running SAP 
technology. To take on the next generation of cyberthreats, you will need to demonstrate that your 
security team will need additional support.

Some of the data within this paper can help you develop the foundation for your business case. For 
instance, the $4.5 million impact of an SAP system being taken offline should resonate with those 
who have jobs tied to revenue streams. Sourcing providers that can help assess potential threats and 
options to mitigate them will give you a better chance at getting approval for the external help you 
need to manage your company’s IT security. 

Vulnerability assessments or penetration tests can give businesses visibility into how secure their 
SAP applications truly are. These tests can help organizations understand the risks—based on real 
data—and make an informed decision about the best security approach for their needs. It’s possible 
to support an organization’s security process without slowing it down. 

Start Changing Yesterday 

When it comes to security, standing still is not an 
option. Auditing your resources, filling in the gaps with 
automation, and engaging providers with specialized skills 
to handle your infrastructure security should be a top 
priority. Stephen Hawking once said, “Intelligence is the 
ability to adapt to change.” Fortifying your security and 
making it flexible enough to deal with the next generation 
of threats is best handled now with a proactive approach 
instead of later in a reactive one.

“ Intelligence is the ability 
to adapt to change.” 

- Stephen Hawking

12018 Study on Global Megatrends in Cybersecurity, Ponemon Institute, February 2018

2Uncovering the Risk of SAP Cyber Breaches, Ponemon Institute, February 2016

3Key Insights about SAP Security and Infrastructure, ASUG, May 2018
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ABOUT ASUG

Founded in 1991 by four pioneers who 
understood the potential of SAP software, 
Americas’ SAP Users’ Group (ASUG) today 
is the world’s largest independent SAP user 
group with 2,400-plus corporate members. 
ASUG’s mission is to help our members 
maximize the value of their SAP investments. 
So no matter where you are on your SAP 
journey, ASUG is here to help you navigate 
every step of the way. Find membership 
information at https://www.asug.com/join 

ABOUT VIRTUAL FORGE

Virtual Forge is the leading provider of 
cybersecurity solutions for SAP. Our 
solutions enable our customers to run 
their SAP applications securely. Using 
our flagship solution, the Virtual Forge 
Security Suite, customers will improve their 
security and compliance by automating 
the tedious tasks involved in securing their 
SAP system landscape. The comprehensive 
coverage of security relevant topics included 
in our Security Suite will provide SAP 
customers with full transparency on their 
SAP systems and applications, protecting 
their SAP systems and applications against 
unauthorized access from cyberattacks, 
espionage, and system downtime.

All SAP products are the trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and in several other countries.


